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Free convective heat transfer in a solution domain quite accurately modeling the cross section of the ob-
ject of heat consumption has been investigated numerically. Typical velocity and temperature fields have
been presented.

Introduction. Heat and energy saving is one current topical problem. Its solution is a fairly difficult and
complex task. The complexity lies in the fact that one must generally not only model the process in question but
also make an attempt at proposing variants of solution of the problem of heat and energy saving based on the inves-
tigation performed. An empirical analysis of technological heat-supply systems provides only stationary data on the
object in question and makes it impossible to evaluate the dynamics of the process. Therefore, mathematical model-
ing of a combination of processes in actual systems consuming thermal energy is the most efficient means of solving
such problems.

The transfer of heat in actual heat-supply objects is mainly by the mechanisms of heat conduction and free
convection [1–3], with the convection processes being dominant. However, an important feature of the problem in
question is a fundamentally conjugate, in essence, character of the heat exchange [4]. The thermal regime of any heat-
supply object is determined not only by the intensity of the processes of heat transfer inside the object but also by the
intensity of heat removal at its external boundaries. Furthermore, the heat-release source in actual systems is generally
locally lumped, and problems in such a formulation significantly differ from most traditional problems of free convec-
tion [1–3]. Evaluations of the heat loss on typical objects are important in analyzing the processes of heat and energy
supply. Such evaluations are also of independent importance.

The present work seeks to solve the problem of nonstationary conjugate heat transfer in a closed domain
with a locally lumped heat-release source and inhomogeneous boundary conditions at both the external and internal
boundaries.

Mathematical Model. We consider a boundary-value problem of heat transfer with allowance for conduction
and natural convection for the domain presented in Fig. 1.

The solution domain represents a set of rectangles characterized by different dimensions and different thermo-
physical characteristics. Boundary conditions of the third kind which also allow for the radiative heat exchange with
the environment are specified at one boundary, whereas heat-insulation conditions are specified at the other three
boundaries. The domain is subdivided into subdomains with different thermophysical characteristics corresponding to
the enclosing structures of the object of heat consumption and this object’s cavity protected against cooling. A locally
lumped heat-release source (battery) is to be found at the boundary between two subdomains.

The heat-consumption-object model investigated in this work (Fig. 1) fairly well describes a typical cross sec-
tion of a room which passes through the heat-release source. In such a formulation, the process of transfer of heat in
the typical heat-supply object analyzed is described by a system of nonstationary Navier–Stokes equations for the gas
phase and a heat-conduction equation for the solid phase with nonlinear boundary conditions. Nonstationary two-di-
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mensional convection equations in the Boussinesq approximation [1–3] have been used to determine the flow and tem-
perature fields in the gas phase. The length of the considered solution domain along the x axis was selected as the
distance scale, and the time scale was selected to be 24 h, since this time interval is determining for the closed object

[5, 6]. Dimensionless variables were introduced in the form X = 
x
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. Thus, the dimensionless Boussinesq equations in the velocity vortex-stream function–temperature variables
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for the gas phase in the domain in question (Fig. 1), and

∂Θi

∂Foi
 = ∆Θi ,   i = 1, 2, 3 , (4)

where i = 1 corresponds to brick, i = 2 to wood, and i = 3 to concrete, for the solid phase.
Dimensionless boundary conditions for system (1)–(4) have the form
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at the remaining external boundaries, the conditions for the velocity vortex and the stream function are analogous,
whereas for the temperature they are

Fig. 1. Domain of solution of the problem in question: 1) brick; 2) wood; 3)
concrete; 4) air; 5) locally lumped heat-release source.
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at the internal boundaries which are in parallel to the 0x axis, we have
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at the internal boundaries which are in parallel to the 0y axis, we have
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on all the portions of the solution domain where the conjugation of materials with different thermophysical parameters
occurs, we have

Θi (X, Y, τ) = Θj (X, Y, τ) ,   
∂Θi (X, Y, τ)
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The heat-release source was assumed to have a temperature constant over the entire period, and the boundary
condition of the first kind Θ(X, Y, τ) = 1 was assumed to be fulfilled at its boundary. The values of the velocity vor-
tex were computed from the Woods formula [7, 8]. At the initial instant of time, we had ω(X, Y, 0) = ψ(X, Y, 0) =
0 and Θ(X, Y, 0) = 0.

Solution of the Problem. Problem (1)–(4) with the corresponding boundary and initial conditions has been
solved by the finite-difference method with the use of the basic techniques from [7–11]. Equations (1)–(4) were solved
successively; each time step began with computation of the temperature field in both the gas phase and the solid phase
(Eqs. (3) and (4)); thereafter, the Poisson equation for the stream function (2) was solved. Next we determined the
boundary conditions for the velocity vector and solved Eq. (1). The Poisson equation was solved by the establishment
method [10, 12].

To numerically solve Eqs. (1) and (2) we used the difference scheme constructed by analogy with the well-
known scheme of variable directions [7, 13, 14] for solution of the heat-conduction equation. In this scheme, solution
of a two-dimensional system is reduced to successive solution of one-dimensional systems, whereas solution of a one-
dimensional system is reduced to successive solution of systems of difference equations with tridiagonal matrices.

The energy equation (3) was solved with the use of a locally one-dimensional scheme; approximation of con-
vective terms was considered as being averaged relative to U and U (or V and V) for the scheme to be inde-
pendent of the sign of the velocity [7, 15].

To test the algorithms we solved two classical problems based on Navier–Stokes equations: flow of a liquid
in a cavern with a moving boundary [7, 8, 16–18] and thermal gravitational convection on a square domain [7].

In solving both the test problems and the primal problem in the stationary regime, we checked the fulfillment
of the integral balances of heat and mass flow rate:

q~w1 = q~w2 ,   ∫ 
0
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0
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vdx = 0 ,
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Calculation Results. Numerical investigations have been carried out for the following values of: the dimen-
sionless numbers Sh = 1, Re = 20.7, Gr = 107, and Pr = 0.71; the governing temperatures Te = 258 K, Tbat = 333
K, and T0 = 293 K, and the dimensions of the solution domain L = 5 m and H = 4 m.

Figure 2 gives typical results of solution of the formulated boundary-value problems in the form of the veloc-
ity field V(x, y). It is clear from the figure that the heat-release source is responsible for the formation of four circu-
latory flows. Two vortices are located at the center of the air gap and represent circulatory air motion; the flow rises
in the vicinity of the heat-release source, since the density of the warm air is lower than that of the cold air, and de-
scends at the opposite cold wall. It is noteworthy that these central vortices are a result of the action of the lift on the
air motion and represent the degeneration of a unified central vortex which takes a complex structure and disintegrates
as the Gr number increases. Two more vortices are to be found above the heat-release source in the air gap of the
solution domain in question, which are attributed to the position and finiteness of the dimensions of the heat-release
source itself. The small vortex above the heat-release source represents the zone of secondary circulatory flow. No cir-
culatory flows are observed below the source, which is attributable to the intensification of transfer processes above
the source.

The temperature distribution clearly demonstrates the influence of the lift gβ(Tbat − T0) which appears due to
the inhomogeneity of the temperature field [1–3].

Figure 3 shows that the temperature in the gas phase is distributed quite nonuniformly because of the influ-
ence of the buoyancy force. As is clear from the figure, the intensification of the process of heat transfer is maximum
in the region of the upper corner of the heat-release source, where we have the joining of two vortices which sub-
sequently cause the temperature field to be redistributed. The isotherm corresponding to 305 K becomes more extended
toward the main central vortex and in so doing reaches its center. The circulatory flow in the central region closer to
the boundary y = 0.6 m is responsible for the occurrence of local maxima (corresponding to 300 and 295 K) of the
isotherms. Also, the heat-release source exerts an influence on the uniform temperature distribution on the rectangular
portion at which it is located. The reason is that, in the formulation in question, the material was assumed to be iso-
tropic in this subdomain.

We numerically analyzed the level of heat loss for the plane case of free convection and for one-dimensional
cases of conductive heat transfer in the following regimes: (1) T0 = 290 K and Tbat = 328 K, (2) T0 = 293 K and
Tbat = 333 K, and (3) T0 = 298 K and 343 K. The heat fluxes from the room to the environment were calculated
from the formula q = α(Tm.w − Te). We solved the problems of heat transfer due to the conduction regime in a one-
dimensional formulation for the domains presented in Fig. 4. We considered the following boundary-value problem:

Fig. 2. Typical velocity field (a) and streamlines (b) for Sh = 1, Re = 20.7, Gr
= 107, and Pr = 0.71. x, y, m.
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at the other external boundary, the condition for the temperature is
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 = 0 ,

on all remaining portions of the solution domain, where the conjugation of materials with different thermophysical pa-
rameters occurs, we have

Θ1 (X, τ) = Θ2 (X, τ) ,   
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 = λ21 
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 .

The heat-release source was assumed to have a temperature constant over the entire period and the boundary
condition of the first kind Θ(X, Y, τ) = 1 was assumed to be fulfilled at its boundary. At the initial instant of time,
we had Θ(X, Y, 0) = 0 (see Table 1).

An analysis of the calculated heat loss shows that, after 24 h, the outflow of heat from the solution domain
to the environment at T0 = 17oC and Tbat = 55oC is nearly 20% smaller than that at T0 = 25oC and Tbat = 70oC. In
the case of the one-dimensional model, we obtain somewhat understated values of the heat fluxes.

Fig. 3. Typical field of the temperature T for Sh = 1, Re = 20.7, Gr = 107,
and Pr = 0.71. T, K; x, y, m.

Fig. 4. Domains of solution of the problem in question: 1) brick; 2) air; 3) lo-
cally lumped heat-release source.
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This result illustrates the scales of a possible heat and energy saving in the case of the optimum values of the
object’s temperatures.

Also, we compared the temperature fields and the streamlines for different values of Gr = 105–106. The re-
sults are presented in Fig. 5.

Four circulatory flows are formed in the air gap for Gr = 105 (Fig. 5a). The largest vortex is at the center of
the air gap and represents air motion on a spiral path. In the air gap of the solution domain in question, there are
three more vortices: one vortex is above the heat-release source and the other two are below the source. It is notewor-
thy that the two vortices below the source represent one larger vortex disintegrated in this domain. The temperature in
the air gap changes nonuniformly as well. The influence of the lift which causes the isotherms to extend toward the
upper part of the solution domain in question is clearly seen in Fig. 5. Due to the circulatory motion of the air
masses, the isotherm corresponding to 305 K bends toward the motion. As the Gr number increases 10 times (Fig.
5b), the structure of the central vortex changes and its center shifts toward the right-hand rectangular part of the solu-
tion domain; the air circulates elliptically, not in a circle. The vortices located earlier below the heat-release source de-
crease and are to be found in the corner domains, thus representing the circulation zones of the air masses. The

TABLE 1. Heat Loss for the Regimes in Question: (I), Plane Free Convection, (II), One-Dimensional Heat Conduction with
a Heat-Release Source, (III), One-Dimensional Heat Conduction without a Heat-Release Source

T0, K Tbat, K
q, W/m2

I II III

290 328 59.07 56.04 55.59

293 333 64.60 61.27 60.80

298 343 73.82 70.01 69.48

Fig. 5. Typical streamlines and field of the temperature T for Sh = 1, Re =
20.7, Pr = 0.71: Gr = 105 (a) and Gr = 106 (b). T, K; x, y, m.
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position of the maximum of the isotherms (Fig. 5b) shifts toward the upper part of the solution domain, and the con-
stant-temperature curves themselves qualitatively reflect the motion of the air masses.

Figure 6a gives the temperature profiles in the cross section below the heat-release source for different values
of the Gr number. It is seen that an increase of two orders of magnitude in Gr leads to a reduction of 9 K in the
temperature directly below the heat-release source. Such a temperature distribution is attributed to the location of the
cross section in the domain in question, since the vortex below the heat-release source degenerates with increase in Gr,
which certainly cannot but reflect on the temperature distribution.

Figure 6b shows that the temperature near the heat-release source decreases with growth in the Gr number,
since an intense transfer of warm air masses to the upper parts of the gap occurs. An increase in the temperature at
the rectangular part of the solution domain (this part is opposite to the heat-release source) is seen.

An increase in the Gr number in the cross section above the heat-release zone (Fig. 6c) leads to a significant
temperature redistribution, which is influenced by both the vortex above the heat-release source and the main vortex.
As Gr increases 100 times, the temperature in the air gap on a segment of 1.7 m to 2.3 m decreases by 6 K, whereas
in the region 3 m < x < 4 m, the maximum temperature difference in these two regimes is equal to 6 K.

Conclusions. We have numerically investigated the regime of conjugate convective-conductive heat transfer in
a rectangular domain with intense heat removal at one boundary and a local heat-release source. The results obtained
characterize not only the temperature fields of a typical object of heat supply in the heat-transfer regime under study
but can also provide an additional basis for construction and testing of models for analysis of the heat loss on heat-
supply objects and mathematical modeling of the processes of force convection within the framework of the conjugate
formulation.

Based on the numerical investigations carried out, we can infer that free convective flows in heat-supply ob-
jects typical in configuration are of great interest, which is attributed to the different types of behavior of the iso-
therms in the domain in question. As the Gr number increases, we have a structural change in the central vortex
which is of primary importance in formation of the temperature profile in a room. Also, the vortex below the heat-re-
lease source degenerates with growth in Gr, which leads to a reduction in the temperature in this domain.

An analysis of the heat loss has shown that the plane model allows more accurate results than the one-dimen-
sional model. The relative disagreement amounts to about 6%.

NOTATION

a, thermal diffusivity, m2/sec; Bi = αL ⁄ λw, Biot number; Foi = ait
~ ⁄ L2, Fourier number corresponding to the

ith material; g, free-fall acceleration, m/sec2; Gr = βgyL
3(Tbat − T0)/ν2, Grashof number; gy, component of the accelera-

tion of gravity in the projection onto the y axis (gx = 0), m/sec2; H, height of the solution domain in question along
the y axis, m; L, length of the solution domain in question along the x axis, m; N = εσL(Tbat − T0)3/λw, number char-
acterizing the ratio of the heat fluxes by radiation to the heat fluxes by conduction; Pr = ν ⁄ a, Prandtl number; Q, di-
mensionless heat flux determining the role of conduction and radiation; qw, heat flux at a point, W/m2; q~w, heat flux
through the boundary, W/m2; q~w1, heat flux through the boundary x = 0, W/m2; q~w2, heat flux from the heat-release

Fig. 6. Temperature distributions in the cross sections below the heat-release
source y = 1.0 m (a), in the heat-release source y = 1.8 m (b), and above the
heat-release source y = 2.8 (c) in different regimes (1) Gr = 105; 2) 106; 3) 107).
T, K; x, m.
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source, W/m2; Re = V
~

L ⁄ ν, Reynolds number; Sh = V
~

t
~ ⁄ L, Strouhal number; T, temperature, K; Te, environmental tem-

perature, K; T0, initial temperature of the solution domain, K; Tbat, temperature on the heat-release source, K; Tm.w,
mean temperature on the exterior wall x = 0; t, time, sec; t

~
, time scale, sec; U and V, dimensionless velocity compo-

nents corresponding to u and v; V
~

, velocity scale, m/sec; u and v, velocity components in the projection onto the x
and y axes, respectively, m/sec; X, Y, dimensionless coordinates corresponding to x and y; X

~
 and Y

~
, dimensionless co-

ordinates along the X and Y axes, which correspond to one internal boundary of the air gap; Xk, kth unit vector of the
coordinate system; x, y, Cartesian coordinates; α, heat-exchange coefficient, W/(m2⋅K); β, temperature coefficient of
volumetric expansion, K−1; ∆, Laplace operator; ε, reduced emissivity factor; Θ, dimensionless temperature; Θi, dimen-
sionless temperature of the ith material; λw, thermal conductivity of the wall, W/(m⋅K); λij = λi

 ⁄ λj, relative thermal
conductivity; λi, thermal conductivity of the ith material, W/(m⋅K); ν, coefficient of kinematic viscosity, m2/sec; σ,
Stefan–Boltzmann constant, W/(m2⋅K4); τ, dimensionless time; ψ, dimensionless stream function U = ∂ψ ⁄ ∂Y; V =
−∂ψ ⁄ ∂X, dimensionless analog of the vortex-velocity vector. Subscripts and superscripts: 0, corresponds to the initial
instant of time; e, environment; bat, heat-release source; w, wall; m.w, mean on the wall; i and j, material No.; k, or-
dinal No. of the unit vector of the coordinate system.
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